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Abstract—Faster, wider bandwidth and better user experience,
5G is our vision for the future wireless communication. And
the Tactile Internet, with ultra low latency, high availability,
reliability and security, is going to bring us the unprecedented
real-time interactions just like the human sensing. In this paper,
we focus on the solving problem of energy efficiency improvement
in proactive in-network caching. We design a hybrid edge caching
scheme based on four existing methods taking effect in different
parts of the network. We also put forward a cache replace-
ment policy to match the hybrid caching scheme considering
the popularity of cached files which obeys Zipf distribution.
The simulation results show that our proposed methods can
reduce latency and achieve better performance in overall energy
efficiency than existing ones.

Index Terms—Energy Efficiency, Edge Computing, Hybrid
Caching, Tactile Internet, 5G

I. INTRODUCTION

THE next generation of wireless technology is ready
for take-off [1], reported by The Economist in Febru-

ary, 2018. Since the fourth generation (4G) represented by
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) entered the stage of commercial
deployment, both industry and academic community have
been scrambling to focus on the upcoming fifth generation
(5G). And from the user’s point of view, everyone is con-
stantly thinking about what innovations the next generation
of wireless communication systems will bring to us. Besides
faster connection speed, wider bandwidth range and larger
throughput, we also consider 5G’s performance in terms of
user experience and environmental sustainability. The concept
of Tactile Internet has emerged as the times require.

Tactile Internet is first defined by the International Telecom-
munication Union (ITU) as an network architecture that
combines ultra low latency with extremely high availability,
reliability and security. As the name suggests, Tactile Internet
aims to provide a reliable, easy-to-use, low-power, real-time
interactive network system just like how human tactile expe-
rience be sensed.

As shown in Fig. 1, we compare the reaction time/latency of
human sensing and different generations of wireless communi-
cations. First we choose three traditionally recognized senses,
auditory (hearing), visual (seeing) and tactile (touching) as
references of how long it takes to sense the outside world
through human organs. Red, green and blue bars respectively
stand for average reaction time of human sensing [2], ping
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Fig. 1. Reaction time/latency of human sensing and different generations of
wireless communications

latency of WiFi and wireless systems from 2G to 4G [3].
From the figure, 4G LTE has reached the comparative latency
level of auditory about 100 ms which means we have already
achieved the so-called auditory Internet. And for 5G, to reduce
the latency of 4G by two orders of magnitude, we skip the
stage of visual Internet (10 ms) and set the final goal in Tactile
Internet (1 ms).

Initially as an extension of cloud computing at the edge
of the network, mobile edge computing (MEC) enables cloud
computing capabilities at cellular base stations close by users
which can save energy and time cost on the backhaul transmis-
sion up to cloud servers. Ever since first raised by European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in 2014 [5],
we have come to realize that MEC, as a new paradigm,
fits well with the urgent needs of large-scale, non-centralized
distributed computing in the current Internet of Things (IoT)
era. Moreover, MEC is recognized by the European 5G
Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G PPP) research
body as one of the key emerging technologies for 5G networks,
with Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) [6].

Proactive in-network caching, which has been receiving
great attention in related researches on information centric
networking (ICN), is assumed as one of the promising can-
didate technologies for latency reduction in next generation
wireless communication systems [4]. There are mainly four
types of caching schemes, local caching, device-to-device
(D2D) caching, small base station (SBS) caching and macro
base station (MBS) caching.

Fig. 2 gives the four different in-network caching schemes.
Local caching refers to caching at the user devices themselves
while being requested the same content from the second
time [7]. D2D caching bases on D2D communications within
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Fig. 2. Different types of proactive in-network caching schemes

small cells [9]. SBS caching and MBS caching are available
in respective base stations [10]. Each scheme has its own
technical details and almost no overlap of four schemes exists
in the actual application scenarios. As a result, in this paper,
we try to propose a hybrid edge caching scheme to reduce
latency and optimize the overall energy efficiency of edge
caching. Our target is to integrate the four existing schemes
taking effect in different parts of the network for performance
improvement and pave the way for Tactile Internet in the near
future.

The main contributions of our work are as follows.
• Design a 3-tier heterogeneous network model including

Server Tier, MBS Tier and SBS Tier from top to bottom;
• Propose a cache replacement policy considering the pop-

ularity of cached files which obeys Zipf distribution;
• Propose a hybrid edge caching scheme based on existing

methods to reduce latency and improve overall energy
efficiency;

• The simulation results prove that our proposed methods
can optimize the network performance compared with
existing ones.

This paper is divided by six sections to elaborate our work
on energy efficient edge caching for Tactile Internet. Section
2 introduces related works in the fields of Tactile Internet
and hybrid caching. Section 3 describes the mathematical
model of a 3-tier heterogeneous network and formulates the
problems to solve. Section 4 proposes the cache replacement
policy and hybrid edge caching scheme. Section 5 carries
out experimental simulations and analyzes the performance
of proposed methods. Section 6 summarizes our work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present related work about 5G and Tactile
Internet, mobile edge computing and hybrid caching.

A. 5G and Tactile Internet

Today, with the emergency of information explosion and
the IoT boom, 5G is playing an essential role in leading
a new round of technological innovation. Boccardi et al.
summarize five disruptive research directions of 5G, device
centric architectures, millimeter wave (mmWave), massive
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), smarter devices and

native support for machine-to-machine (M2M) communica-
tion. They analyze both architectural and component design
changes of each direction and consider that the corresponding
solutions will form the basis of 5G [7]. Shafi et al. discuss the
standardization trials and deployment challenges of the user
centric 5G systems [8].

5G and Tactile Internet can be regarded as the relationship
between the technology and its actual deployment. Simsek et
al. research on the relationship between 5G and Tactile Internet
and put forward the concept of 5G-enabled Tactile Internet.
They summarize the technical issues and challenges in the
cross-field such as end-to-end architecture, hardware and PHY
layer transmission approaches, unprecedented edge-cloud and
AI capabilities [2]. Maier et al. elaborate the commonalities
and subtle differences between the Tactile Internet and IoT
and 5G. The common features are ultra low latency and high
reliability, the co-existence of human-to-human and machine-
to-machine communications, data centric technologies and
security issues [11]. Ajiaz et al. focus on the essential de-
sign challenges on achieving haptic communications with 5G
cellular networks [12].

Today, 5G has entered a stage of rapid development. Many
countries and giant companies are competing with one another
to take early actions and seize the business opportunities,
telecommunications operators are making great efforts to
announce 5G standards and network launches. Zhang et al.
propose mobility management schemes to achieve seamless
handover in network slicing 5G systems [13]. Parvez et al.
survey all the emerging technologies for satisfying the tech-
nical requirement of 5G communication. They consider radio
access network (RAN), core network and caching as three
main solution domains [4]. Antonakoglou et al. pay attention
to communication protocols and frameworks, control system
approaches needed by haptic communications and 5G [14].

B. Mobile Edge Computing and hybrid Caching

As one of the three key technologies in 5G, MEC aims
at providing decentralized solutions to ease the workload of
the central cloud server and improve the overall network
reliability. Ahmed et al. summarize the opportunities, research
challenges and possible solutions in facing delay sensitive
service demands in accessing cloud center [15]. Tao et al. re-
search on the 5G enabled vehicle-to-grid (V2G) networks and
design a fog-cloud cooperative computing model [16]. Li et al.
apply MEC into deep learning and network function virtualiza-
tion [17] [18]. Mao et al. focus on the problem of joint radio
and computational resource management, and discuss the key
research problems and preliminary solutions [19]. Ford et al.
design a distributed mobile edge cloud to reduce latency and
increase resilience for 5G [20]. Li et al. combine MEC with
deep learning and IoT, and put forward a offloading strategy
to optimize learning performance in IoT applications [21].

With the development of related researches on information-
centric networking in recent years, in-network content caching
is attracting more and more attention. Caching can further
reduce extra transmission consumption by enhancing the reuse
of data and contents. A reasonable caching scheme is able to
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improve 5G system stability without affecting overall network
performance. Wang et al. learn from caching technologies
in current mobile networks and compare the access delay
and traffic load of evolved packet core (EPC) caching, RAN
caching and ICN-based methods [22]. Bastug et al. propose a
proactive edge caching mechanism to work at off-peak periods
according to popularity and patterns of files, and correlations
among users [23]. Li et al. present an edge centric computing
CCN orchestrating scheme called ECCN for 5G RAN struc-
ture [24]. Erol-Kantarci et al. apply mobile edge caching into
augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR), and overcome
the challenges on link capacity and backhaul traffic [25]. Li
et al. consider a prefetchable memory object caching design
for real-time data processing in IoT system [26].

Hybrid caching refers to the methods that take advantage
of distributed massive devices can be used for content edge
caching and exploit the diversity of caching itself. Tran et
al. propose a real-time, context aware collaborative caching
framework within mobile RAN and prove its promising ben-
efits in facilitating the development of 5G technologies [27].
Kwak et al. research on hybrid edge caching in cloud units and
base stations to support high content request rate. They focus
on the cache control problem to maximize the throughput
under the limitation of service latency [28] [29]. Deng et
al. propose hybrid caching strategies on D2D communication
based on Gauss Poisson process to optimize cache hit rate and
offloading gain [30].

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we design a 3-tier heterogeneous Tactile
Internet network model and formulate the two problems to
solve.

A. System Model

To deploy hybrid edge caching in a Tactile Internet network
architecture, and achieve the target of reducing end-to-end
latency and improving energy efficiency, first we design a 3-
tier network model.

As shown in Fig. 3, from top to bottom there are Server
Tier, MBS Tier and SBS Tier. Server Tier is made up of central
cloud servers and storage units. As the top tier, Server Tier has
the absolute advantage in processing and storage capabilities.
Besides, Server Tier owns a complete content library including
all original files is the only tier that can handle user requests
without regard to in-network caching. MBS Tier consists of
macrocells served by cell sites with high signal transmission
power. We use tower symbols to represent macro base stations.
The light red oval area is used only to identify the current tier
which means that the relative positions of MBSs in the figure
does not equal to the actual distances. For SBS Tier, we use
multiple hexagons as small cells. Compared with MBSs, SBSs
provide low-powered cellular radio access. As mobile users
(smart devices, vehicles), when we move across the signal
scope of small cells, our requests will then be answered by
the current SBSs. Both MBS Tier and SBS Tier can provide
edge computing service to mobile users.

Server Tier

MBS Tier

SBS Tier SBSs

MBSs

Cloud Servers

Small Cells

Smart 

Devices

Vehicles

Fig. 3. A 3-tier heterogeneous Tactile Internet network model

In this model, M = {m1,m2, ...} and S = {s1, s2, ...}, m and
s respectively stands for single MBS node and SBS node.
Mobile users are U = {u1,u2, ...} who send out requests for
files within content library. Let content library and files in it
be denoted by CL = {cl1, cl2, ..., clnCL } which are sorted by
popularity. nCL is the number of files in CL. As a result, the
popularity of one of the nCL files can be expressed as [31]

pclk (k, x,nCL) =
1/kx∑nCL

i=1 (1/ix)
(1)

where k ∈ {1,2, ...,nCL} stands for the rank or we can say
it is the kth popular file in CL. x is value of the exponent
which characterizes the Zipf distribution. Zipf distribution or
Zipf’s law is an empirical law that states the relation between
frequency of occurrence of an event and its rank by this
frequency with all events [32]. The idea of Zipf’s law has long
affected the design in the Internet such as content delivery
networks and peer-to-peer networks [33]. Here we use it in
describing the popularity of files in content library which can
help arrange the limited storage capacity of each tier when
designing the caching method. That is, we can obtain the
popularity (frequency of occurrence) of a given file in CL
only from its rank (k) by Equation (1).

B. In-network Content Caching

In the scenario of Fig. 3, mobiles users in the small cells
will check if their requests can be answered by cache instead
of central server.

When ui sends a request for clk , firstly ui will check if
clk already be cached locally. Then within the current small
cell, other users may also check if they have it. In the case
that both local caching and D2D caching can not come in
handy, the current SBSs and MBS will take turns to search
clk in respective storage units. For local caching and MBS
caching, we only consider one edge node, the current user
device itself and macro base station. D2D caching needs to
traverse all neighbor devices as edge nodes. And for the case
of SBS caching, we may get help from all the SBSs within
the same MBS.
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To calculate the probability that any ui can get clk from
cache, we need to consider the four caching methods sep-
arately. Here we use EN = {en1, en2, ...} to represent edge
nodes in one of the four methods. That is, the EN can be one
of the {local, D2D, SBS, MBS} which means edge nodes
here include user device itself (local), user devices nearby
(D2D), SBSs and MBSs. AEN is the total coverage area of
EN and CEN is the total storage capacity for caching (or how
many files can be cached at most), respectively. Assume the
number of occurrences that clk is not cached in EN within
AEN follows a homogeneous Poisson point process [34] [35],
we have the cumulative distribution function (CDF) that clk
is not cached in any en

FEN
clk
[no_cache] = e−λk AEN (2)

where λk is the intensity or arrival rate in homogeneous
Poisson point process. Here λk stands for the expected number
of edge nodes that have the clk per unit area which means
λk = ρEN · Pk . Pk is the probability that clk is cached in EN ,
and ρEN is the spatial density of EN in AEN . As a result, the
probability that clk is cached in at least one en should be

FEN
clk
= 1 − FEN

clk
[no_cache] = 1 − e−ρEN Pk AEN (3)

With Equation (1), the total probability that ui can be
satisfied by edge caching is

FEN =

nCL∑
k=1

pclk (k, x,n) · F
EN
clk

=

nCL∑
k=1

k−x(1 − e−ρEN Pk AEN )∑n
i=1 i−x

(4)

nCL is number of files in CL. Thus, the probabilities of four
different caching methods are

Flocal =

nCL∑
k=1

k−x(1 − e−P
U
k )∑n

i=1 i−x
(5)

where PU
k

is the probability that clk is cached in U. Since
we can use ρEN · AEN to express the number of en within
the coverage area, in the case of local caching, the value of
ρEN · AEN becomes 1.

FD2D =

nCL∑
k=1

k−x(1 − e−ρU PU
k
AD2D )∑n

i=1 i−x
=

nCL∑
k=1

k−x(1 − e−ρU PU
k
πr2

U )∑n
i=1 i−x

(6)
where ρU is the spatial density of U, AD2D is the signal
coverage area of D2D communications and rU is the coverage
radius of a single user device, respectively.

FSBS =

nCL∑
k=1

k−x(1 − e−ρSBSP
SBS
k

AMBS )∑n
i=1 i−x

=

nCL∑
k=1

k−x(1 − e−ρSBSP
SBS
k

πr2
MBS )∑n

i=1 i−x

(7)

where ρSBS is spatial density of S. PSBS
k

is probability that

clk is cached in S. As shown in Fig. 3, each user can have one
MBS and multiple SBSs for service. After an SBS receiving
the original request from user, it will forward to other SBSs
within the same MBS before sending upwards. That is, AEN

here equals to the coverage area of multiple SBSs under the
same MBS. Or we may say that a user can communicate with
all the SBSs under one MBS, but some of them undertake
more forwarding hops.

FMBS =

nCL∑
k=1

k−x(1 − eP
MBS
k )∑nCL

i=1 i−x
(8)

where PMBS
k

is the probability that clk is cached in M . Similar
with local caching, since AEN · ρEN can express the number
of en within the coverage area, for MBS caching, there is only
one MBS to provide service, then the value of ρMBS · AMBS

becomes 1.

C. Problem Formulation

In this paper, we put forward a hybrid edge caching scheme
to solve the problem in reducing end-to-end latency and
improving energy efficiency. The two main metrics we choose
for performance evaluation are end-to-end latency and energy
efficiency. End-to-end latency includes the time cost on two-
way transmission from user to cloud server. And once the user
request can be satisfied by one of the four caching methods,
the corresponding part can be saved. Energy efficiency is
calculated by the total size of the requested files divided by
energy consumption.

SBSUser MBS Cloud

L
radio

L
backhaul
2,3L
backhaul
2,3 L

backhaul
1,2L
backhaul
1,2

Fig. 4. End-to-end latency

Le2e = 2 × (Lradio + Lbackhaul
2,3 + Lbackhaul

1,2 ) (9)

Le2e stands for the end-to-end latency. When no cache is
found for user request under the current network conditions,
the results are shown in Fig. 4 and Equation (9). Lradio and
Lbackhaul respectively stands for transmission time between
users/edge nodes (SBSs and MBSs), and edge nodes/central
cloud servers. For Lradio, the communications is wireless
broadcast. The case of Lbackhaul

2,3 between SBSs and MBSs is
wireless point-to-point. The case of Lbackhaul

1,2 is wired point-
to-point. With edge caching, actually we can save part of the
latency on backhaul or routing. For example, the latency of
MBS caching LMBS

e2e is 2 × (Lradio + Lbackhaul
2,3 ).

As a result, the problem of reducing total latency in our
3-tier network model is
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minimum E[FEN ′LEN ′]

subject to
nCL∑
k=1

bEN
k |clk | ≤ CEN

j

∀ j ∈ {1,2, ...,nEN }

bEN
k ∈ {0,1}

(10)

where FEN ′ and LEN ′ are probability and end-to-end latency
in answering one user request. The apostrophe after EN means
that the case of requests not being answered by cache is
also considered in the calculation of latency. E stands for
the expected value. Here we need the results of end-to-end
latency on the repetitions of user requests being satisfied by
any caching method. To pursue the minimum, we have to make
sure that the total size of cached files not exceeds the capacity
CEN
j in any edge node. The absolute value notation here means

the size of clk in content library. We add a boolean variable
bEN
k

to denote that clk is cached in enj , or not.
Energy cost on edge caching is another aspect we consider

in performance evaluation. The longer a user request travels,
the more it may spend. Furthermore, the parts of forwarding
hops in the routing procedures need extra consumption. As
a result, energy consumed in end-to-end transmission during
Le2e can be expressed as

Ee2e = Le2e(ptran/η + pstat ) (11)

Ee2e is the energy consumption of end-to-end transmission.
ptran and pstat respectively represents transmission power
and static power of all other circuit blocks in edge nodes
as transmitter and receiver [36] [37]. η is the efficiency of
transmit power amplifier.

Then we can calculate total energy efficiency EE [39] as

EE =
R · Le2e

total∑nt
r=1 FEN ′Ee2e

r

=
R ·

∑nt
r=1 Le2e

r∑nt
r=1 FEN ′Le2e

r (ptranr /η + pstat )
(12)

where R stands for the data rate of the overall network. nt
stands for the number of user requests. Thus, the product of R
and Le2e

total
is the total size of data generated in edge caching.

As a result, the second problem of improving energy effi-
ciency in our 3-tier network model is

maximum EE

subject to
nCL∑
k=1

bEN
k |clk | ≤ CEN

j

∀ j ∈ {1,2, ...,nEN }

bEN
k ∈ {0,1}

(13)

where EE is obtained by Equation (12). Limitation factors are
the same with Equation (10).

Besides end-to-end latency and energy efficiency, we also
take into consideration cache hit ratio. cache hit ratio here
plays the role of showing how caching schemes can maximize
the number of cache hits and minimize the number of misses.

Cache hit ratio =
Cache hits

Cache hits + Cache misses
(14)

As shown in Equation (14), to calculate cache hit ratio, we
need to respectively count the times that cache hits and misses
within a given period of time. High cache hit ratio can show
the probability that the user request is satisfied by cache.

TABLE I summarizes and lists the main symbols used in
this paper.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS IN HYBRID EDGE CACHING FOR TACTILE INTERNET

Symbol Meaning

M,m set of MBSs in MBS Tier and one
in it

S, s set of SBSs in MBS Tier and one
in it

U,u set of mobile users and one in it

CL, cl set of files in content library and
one in it

pcl the popularity of cl
EN, en set of edge nodes and one in it
AEN total coverage area of EN
CEN total cache capacity of EN

FEN
cl

the probability that ui can receive
response from cache in EN

λ intensity of homogeneous Poisson
point process

ρEN spatial density of EN in AEN

PEN
the probability that clk is cached in
EN

FEN the total probability that ui can
receive response from cache in EN

rEN coverage radius of en in EN

Le2e, Lradio, Lbackhaul
latency of end-to-end, transmission
between users and edge nodes and
backhaul to Server Tier

nt number of request times from U

bEN boolean variable to denote that cl is
cached in any en or not

Ee2e,EE energy consumption of end-to-end
transmission and energy efficiency

ttran duration time of transmission

ptran, pstat transmission power and static power
of transmitter and receiver

η efficiency of transmit power amplifier
R date rate of the overall network

IV. HYBRID EDGE CACHING SCHEME FOR TACTILE
INTERNET

In this section, we propose a hybrid edge caching scheme
to solve the two problems and help achieve Tactile Internet in
low latency and high energy efficiency.

To reduce the total latency and improve energy efficiency of
edge caching, we integrate four existing schemes into a hybrid
one which considers all the computing resources available
within the network. Moreover, since the capacities of edge
devices are limited, we have to discard parts of the cached
data or files when memories are full. We need a suitable
cache replacement policy to help each cached file do its best
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in saving as much time as possible on backhaul transmissions.
Our target is to ensure that files with high popularity can
extend TTL by migrating between cache segements instead
of coming out. As a result, when we reasonably occupy the
cache capacity of each edge device, and improve the utilization
of files during their cache TTL as a whole, time cost required
for upward transmission will be greatly reduced. At the same
time, energy efficiency given by Equation (12) and (13), which
is calculated as the total size of the requested files devided by
total energy consumption. And energy consumption (Equation
(11)) is also calculed from time cost. Therefore, when we
cut down the latency, energy efficiency can be improved
correspondingly.

A. Cache Replacement Policy

In the design of caching scheme, cache replacement policies
refers to the algorithms choosing to keep or discard the cached
items when cache capacity is full. As a result, each item in
cache may own a time-to-live (TTL) which indicates the length
of time it can stay in the cache memory. Actually, different
cache replacement policies use different rules to define and
calculate TTL. As one of the most common policies, first
in first out (FIFO) maintains a FIFO queue and evicts the
items entering first when any newcomer has no position. Least
recently used (LRU) monitors all the cached items and evicts
the one used least recently. Random replacement (RR) chooses
item to evict without considering any information about history
or forecast. RR is often used as a benchmark for performance
comparisons, but it can also have unexpected results in some
cases. That is, no cache replacement policy is always the best.
And what we want is to find the most suitable one for our
caching scheme.

In the scenario of solving the two problems in the proposed
3-tier network model, to minimize end-to-end latency and
maximize energy efficiency we need a cache replacement
policy to distinguish the popularity of the files in CL and
distribute limited capacities of edge devices to the most
popular ones that may be requested frequently.

As shown in Algorithm 1, req is the requested file from
user and evict is the file to be evicted from cache. Qseg1 and
Qseg2 respectively stands for the queues of cached files in
two segments with different priorities. le f t means the rest of
the cache capacity. size is the size of request file. pop() and
push() are the pop and push functions. head is the cached
file at the queue head. any() is the function telling whether
a file is cached in the queue. Here we propose a double
segmented LRU cache replacement (S2LRU) policy for hybrid
edge caching for Tactile Internet. The motivation of Algorithm
1 is to design a optimized cache replacement approach suitable
for hybrid edge caching. Key idea of Algorithm 1 is that with
more than one cache segments, files of different popularity are
treating separately. Popular files will not be easily discarded,
and relatively unpopular files will be replaced soon. We divide
the total cache capacity into two prioritized parts. The Qseg1
with low priority is checked first, once the cache hits, the
cached file will leave Qseg1 and move to higher Qseg2. Then
we check the Qseg2, once the cache hits, the cached file come

Algorithm 1 Segmented LRU for Hybrid Edge Caching
req, evict ←requested file from user and evicted file from
cache
Qseg1,Qseg2 ←queues of two segmented cache capacity

1: if any(Qseg1 = req) then
2: Cseg1.le f t ← Cseg1.le f t + req.size
3: Qseg1.pop(req)
4: while Cseg2.le f t < req.size do
5: evictseg2 ← Qseg2.head
6: Cseg2.le f t ← Cseg2.le f t + evictseg2.size
7: Qseg2.pop()
8: while Cseg1.le f t < evictseg2.size do
9: Cseg1.le f t ← Cseg1.le f t +Qseg1.head.size

10: Qseg1.pop()
11: end while
12: if Cseg1.le f t ≥ evictseg2.size && !any(Qseg1 =

evictseg2) then
13: Qseg1.push(evictseg2)
14: Cseg1.le f t ← Cseg1.le f t − evictseg2.size
15: end if
16: end while
17: if Cseg2.le f t ≥ req.size && !any(Qseg2 = req) then
18: Qseg2.push(req)
19: Cseg2.le f t ← Cseg2.le f t − req.size
20: end if
21: else if any(Qseg2 = req) then
22: Qseg2.pop(req)
23: Qseg2.push(req)
24: else
25: while Cseg1.le f t < req.size do
26: Qseg1.pop()
27: end while
28: Qseg1.push(req)
29: end if

to the queue’s tail. And for files cached in Qseg2, once the
left capacity (Cseg2.le f t) is not enough to accommodate any
newcomer, files at the queue’s head (Qseg2.head) may have
to walk out of Qseg2 and come back to Qseg1. When the same
situation occurs in Qseg1, files will be evicted from the current
en.

The proposed S2LRU takes advantage of several common
policies. First, as shown in the title, we extend the TTL of
cached files that are recently used and correspondingly make
the files rarely used easy to expire. Second, least-frequently
used (LFU) policy also plays a role in S2LRU since only
files being requested more than one time may enter Qseg2.
Third, we choose double segmented LRU rather than triple
(S3LRU) or higher because of the limited capacity of edge
devices. Multiple segments may lead to fragmentation of the
cache space, making the efficiency drop dramatically when
processing large files. Time complexity of Algorithm 1 is
O(nCL) which stands for the worst case that all the files in CL
are cached in this en and the requested one is found lastly.
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B. Hybrid Edge Caching Scheme
In this subsection, we design a hybrid edge caching scheme

based on the four types of methods shown in Fig. 2. Our
target is to coordinate all the computing resources available in
network model in Fig. 3, and reasonably arrange the caching
and discarding of files with different popularities under the
Zipf distribution.

Algorithm 2 HECT: Hybrid Edge Caching for Tactile Internet
u,u.in_sbs,u.in_sbs.in_mbs←current user, the SBS and
MBS beyond current user
nd2d ←number of other users within the signal scope of u
nsbs ←number of SBSs within the same MBS

1: if f ind(u.cache = req) then
2: calculate L and EE by local caching
3: else
4: for i ← 1 to nd2d do
5: if f ind(ud2d

i .cache = req) then
6: calculate L and EE by D2D caching
7: cache req at u
8: end if
9: end for

10: if f ind(u.in_sbs.cache = req) then
11: calculate L and EE by SBS caching
12: cache req at u
13: else
14: for j ← 1 to nsbs // routing among all SBSs under the same

MBS do
15: if f ind(sbsu.in_sbs.in_mbs

j .cache = req) then
16: calculate L and EE by SBS caching
17: cache req at u and all sbs in the forwarding

route
18: end if
19: end for
20: if f ind(u.in_sbs.in_mbs.cache = req) then
21: calculate L and EE by MBS caching
22: cache req at u and u.in_sbs
23: else
24: calculate L and EE by no caching
25: cache req at u, u.in_sbs and u.in_sbs.in_mbs
26: end if
27: end if
28: end if

As shown in Algorithm 2, u is the current user sending
out request. u.in_sbs and u.in_sbs.in_mbs are the SBS first
receiving the user request and the MBS. nd2d is the number of
other users that can communicate with the current user in D2D
mode. nsbs is the number of SBSs within the signal of the same
MBS. f ind() is the function telling if the requested file can be
found in the cache, TRUE for found and FALSE for not. The
motivation of Algorithm 2 is to set rules for caching on any of
the four parts based on the replacement policy in Algorithm 1.
The key idea of Algorithm 2 is that from a global perspective,
making full use of each device in the network architecture that
can provide cache storage.

After a user u sending out a request req, we may prepare
for the time-saving and energy efficient caching service from

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

Parameter Value

Simulation area 950
√

3 × 1300 m2

Number of files in CL 200
Number of users/SBSs/MBSs 1000/100/4

Cache capacity of users/SBSs/MBSs 2/10/50 MB

Signal scope radius of D2D/SBS 20/100 m

Date rate in 5G 10 Gbps

Wave propagation speed c (speed of light)

User power in D2D communication 100 mW

SBS/MBS power 2/100 W

Distance between adjacent SBSs 100
√

3 m

the perspective of the overall network provider. The most basic
priority principle is the relative physical distance from users.
First, check if the wanted file is already in local storage. Once
it can be satisfied, we regard this case as no transmission
latency. Second, req will be forwarded to nearby users within
the scope of D2D communication. Third, when no cache can
be found in any user, we may seek help from SBS Tier. Line
14 in Algorithm 2 includes the procedure of routing among
SBSs under the signal range of the same MBS. In this way we
can limit the routing times and avoid meaningless multi-hop
forwarding. Fourth, once SBS caching is also failed, we need
to upload the request to MBS Tier. Finally, if user request
can not be satisfied by cache, we have to seek help from
cloud server. Together with cache replacement policy shown
in Algorithm 1, we may leave a copy at the each node of the
route while downloading the requested file. Time complexity
of Algorithm 2 is O(nd2d + nsbs).

V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we carry out experimental simulations to
compare and analyze the performance of our proposed cache
replacement policy and hybrid edge caching scheme with
existing methods.

As shown in TABLE II, there are 1000 users, 100 small
cells and 4 macro cells in a rectangular open area. In CL
there are 200 files. The cache capacities of users, SBSs and
MBSs are 2, 10, 50 MB. Sizes of the files in CL are uniformly
distributed random numbers in the interval (0,1) MB. Signal
range radius of D2D communication between users is 20 m,
and radius of small cell is 100 m. According to the IMT-
2020 5G specifications [40] which gives the peak data rate of
20 Gbps and user experienced data rate of 1Gbps in enhanced
Mobile Broadband (eMBB) scenario, we set the 5G data rate in
the simulation as 10Gbps. User power in D2D communication
is 100 mW, which equals to 20 dBm. For SBS and MBS, 2
W and 100 W repectively equals to power level of 33 dBm
and 50 dBm.

As comparison, we choose FIFO, Random Replacement
(RR) and a NoHybd cache scheme. FIFO plays the role
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Fig. 5. Simulation results of end-to-end latency

of a low-overhead replacement policy, which can be easily
achieved by setting FIFO queues. Facebook uses FIFO as
its replacement policy [41]. RR is considered as a simple
one which discards randomly and requires no access history.
NoHybd stands for the traditional edge caching scheme. Re-
gardless of the combination of the basic methods, NoHybd
only caches during the vertical forwarding procedure. That
is, no packet delivery happens among devices with the same
network location including users and SBSs. We hope to use
some extreme settings to evaluate the performance of cache
replacement policies and cache schemes through multiple
metrics, and provide valuable references for the realization
of Tactile Internet in the near future.

A. Latency and Energy Consumption

Fig. 5 gives the simulation results of end-to-end latency.
In Fig. 5a, we add together end-to-end latency of the ten
groups in different user request numbers. First from the overall
polyline trends of matches between replacement policy and
cache scheme, the gaps are not large. Especially when number
of requests is small, we can hardly judge the pros and cons
of different methods through current experimental conditions.
And as the number of user requests increases, there are
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Fig. 6. Simulation results of energy consumption

gradually subtle changes. Caching schemes in S2LRU policy
have certain advantages in numerical values. Actually our
designed hybrid scheme is at a slight disadvantage in terms of
latency which may be explained by the extra attempts looking
for cached copies. That is, there exists no consumption on
D2D communication and routing among SBSs under the same
MBS.

Some further evaluation can be made from the Fig. 5b. We
average the results of Fig. 5a by single request. As shown
in this subfigure, polylines of NoHybd_RR, NoHybd_FIFO
and HECT_FIFO are in a state of fluctuation as well as high
value. HECT_RR is relatively stable, and lower in the overall
value. Both schemes in S2LRU first decline and then stabilize
as the number of user requests increases. As a result, we
may judge that S2LRU can achieve better performance in
reducing latency than regular replacement policies, especially
when facing large request number.

Fig. 6 shows the results of energy consumption. Com-
pared with Fig. 5, energy cost on processing requests from
1000 users show different patterns. HECT with three replace-
ment policies saves more energy than NoHybd, respectively.
HECT_FIFO still performs poorly, which can be explained
that for fast-accumulated copies, always discarding the ones
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Fig. 7. Simulation results of energy efficiency

first coming in is not only unable to take care of the popular
files, but may also be counterproductive. In particular, as
edge devices do not have much capacity for caching, files
prioritized in Zipf distribution may be thrown away before
giving preferential treatment. HECT_RR shows unexpected
fair performance. Random eviction here gives the same level
of TTLs to files with different popularities from the aspect of
cache replacement.

B. Energy Efficiency and Cache Hit Ratio

According to Equation (12) and (14), Fig. 7 and 8 show the
results of energy efficiency (EE) and cache hit ratio.

In pursuit of doing the most with the least amount of energy,
we need to make reasonable scheduling of limited resources.
For the problem of edge caching, we leave the copies on
the file delivery route back to users and make efforts on
finding needed copies for each user as near as possible. In Fig.
7, the maximal gap exists between HECT_S2LRU and No-
Hybd_RR/NoHybd_FIFO. In numerical value, for each Joule
we may expect delivering 30 more MB with HECT_S2LRU
than NoHybd_RR/NoHybd_FIFO. Since EE is in relation to
latency and energy consumption, we can obtain some similar
analysis results. FIFO shows small difference in two edge
caching schemes.

We add cache hit ratio to show the percentage that requests
are satisfied by cache. The order of combinations of two cache
schemes and three replacement policies is about the same with
EE. The exception happens when request number is no more
than 30,000, HECT_RR and HECT_S2LRU are numerically
close to each other in EE. This may be explained by the greater
uncertainty of RR with small number of repeated trials. As
a result, for HECT_S2LRU under the current experimental
settings, more than 90% of user requests can be satisfied by
cache.

C. Energy Efficiency of Each File in Zipf Distribution

After the discussion of latency, energy consumption, effi-
ciency and cache hit ratio in the face of different numbers of
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user requests, lastly we focus on the EE of each file in CL
that obeys Zipf distribution.

Fig. 9 gives the total number of times each file requested in
simulation. We set x in Equation (1) to 1 which is the classic
version. And to display the values more intuitively, we change
the y-axis to an exponential coordinate with a base of 10. Files
in the top of Zipf ranking account for most of the total number
(550,000) of requests. And files in bottom of ranking are close
to each other.

Then we calculate the energy efficiency results different
matches of replacement policies and edge cache schemes.
Fig. 10a gives the EE of all 200 files in Zipf ranking. Two
polylines of RR and FIFO are almost completely coincident.
S2LRU in green achieve higher EE for the first 50 files
in the front which may explain why the green solid line
representing NoHybd_S2LRU can be ahead of the other three
in Fig. 7. Lastly Fig. 10b displays the results of HECT. The
order of three replacement policies is S2LRU, RR and FIFO,
however, the first 30 files in the front obtains higher EE in
RR. For each cached file, we win the opportunity to extend
the TTL in segmented LRU. And this may partly lead to some
uniformization of the treatment of files in the Zipf distribution.
That is, the copies of a file in the top 30 may live no much
longer than a top 31∼60 (here we discuss the TTL of any
single file copy). As a result, together with the hybrid edge
caching scheme, S2LRU is able to give more attention to the
files not in the front.

In summary, in this section, we prove through simulation
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Fig. 10. Average energy efficiency of files in Zipf distribution ranking

results that the proposed replacement policy and cache scheme
can improve the network performance in latency, energy
consumption and energy efficiency from multiple aspects.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on reducing latency and improving
the energy efficiency of proactive in-network caching for the
upcoming Tactile Internet in 5G. We analyze and summarize
the existing caching methods and design a 3-tier network
model. We first propose a replacement policy to set rules
for cache eviction considering the popularity of cached files
which obeys Zipf distribution. Then we put forward a hybrid
edge caching scheme to integrate four existing ones taking
effect in different parts of the network. The simulation results
show that our methods can reduce latency and achieve better
performance in overall energy efficiency.
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